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Issue:   Health   
Program   Name:   Associated   Press   News,   read   by   Notre   Dame   students   and   WSND   
community   announcers   
Aired   Monday-Friday   at   noon   and   5pm   
10/08/20-INDIANAPOLIS   (AP)   —   Health   officials   are   warning   about   a   growing   number   of   
COVID-19   illnesses   in   the   Evansville   and   South   Bend   areas   as   new   infections   and  
hospitalizations   across   Indiana   are   higher   than   two   weeks   ago   when   Republican   Gov.   Eric   
Holcomb   decided   to   lift   most   statewide   precaution   rules.   Democratic   governor   candidate   Woody   
Myers   criticized   Holcomb's   move   as   putting   lives   ts   risk   and   said   tougher   rules   are   needed   in   
some   parts   of   the   state.   State   statistics   show   that   Indiana's   COVID-19   hospitalizations   are   at   a   
level   last   recorded   in   late   May.   Local   health   officials   say   they're   worried   about   Evansville-   and   
South   Bend-area   hospitals   becoming   overwhelmed   with   COVID-19   patients.   
  

10/20/20-LONDON   (AP)   —   The   British   government   has   given   the   city   of   Manchester   a   noon   
deadline   to   agree   to   tighter   coronavirus   measures,   as   Prime   Minister   Boris   Johnson   struggles   to   
impose   his   plan   for   localized   restrictions   on   restive   regions.   Johnson's   government   has   adopted   
a   three-tier   system   for   England,   with   areas   classed   as   medium,   high   or   very   high   virus   risk.   In   
the   top   tier,   pubs   have   to   close   and   people   are   barred   from   mixing   with   members   of   other   
households.   So   far   only   the   Liverpool   and   Lancashire   regions   of   northwest   England   have   been   
placed   in   the   highest   tier.   Nearby   Greater   Manchester,   with   a   population   of   almost   3   million,   has   
been   holding   out   for   more   support   for   workers   and   businesses   affected   by   the   restrictions.   
  

10/29/20-UNDATED   (AP)   —   The   British   government   is   insisting   that   a   national   lockdown   would   
not   be   the   right   approach   to   deal   with   the   resurgence   of   the   coronavirus   even   as   other   countries   
in   Europe   are   choosing   variations   on   that   route.   A   day   after   France   and   Germany   ratcheted   up   
their   national   responses   to   contain   surges   in   new   infections,   hospitalizations   and   deaths,   
Britain's   Communities   Secretary   Robert   Jenrick   said   it   is   "right   we   try   everything   in   our   powers   
to   avoid   a   blanket   national   lockdown."   He   said   the   virus   is   "very   concentrated   in   some   places"   
so   the   correct   approach   is   to   target   restrictions   on   those   areas   with   the   worst   outbreaks.   In   
addition   to   national   restrictions   such   as   limiting   public   gatherings,   there   are   tighter   measures   in   
northern   England.   

  
Issue:   Politics   
Program   Name:   PBS   Newshour   
Aired   Monday-Friday,   7-8pm   
10/01/20-Another   837,000   Americans   filed   new   claims   for   unemployment   benefits   last   week   --   a   
slight   decline   from   the   week   before,   but   still   a   historically   high   level.   Meanwhile,   prospects   for   
new   federal   pandemic   relief   remain   uncertain,   though   House   Speaker   Nancy   Pelosi   and   



Treasury   Secretary   Steve   Mnuchin   continued   their   talks   Thursday.   Lisa   Desjardins   and   Yamiche   
Alcindor   join   Judy   Woodruff   to   discuss.   
  

10/13/20-The   Senate   Judiciary   Committee   pressed   Judge   Amy   Coney   Barrett   for   answers   on   
hot-button   issues   Tuesday,   the   second   day   of   her   confirmation   hearing.   Senators   asked   the   
Supreme   Court   nominee   about   her   judicial   philosophy,   her   opinions   of   court   precedent   on   
abortion   and   the   Affordable   Care   Act   and   whether   she   would   recuse   herself   from   any   cases   
resulting   from   the   election.     
  

10/27/20-It   has   been   a   long   day   on   the   campaign   trail,   with   appearance   after   appearance   for   
President   Trump,   former   Vice   President   Joe   Biden   and   their   running   mates.   The   candidates   are   
in   an   all-out   sprint   to   the   finish   line   of   Election   Day   next   Tuesday.   But   record   numbers   of   
American   voters   have   already   cast   their   ballots,   uneasy   about   the   pandemic   and   electoral   legal   
challenges.   
  

Issue:   The   Environment   
Program   Name:   StarDate   
Aired   daily   at   noon   and   5pm   Monday-Friday   on   WSND-FM   
10/01/20-The   Harvest   Moon   lights   up   the   sky   tonight   —   the   most   popular   full   Moon   of   the   year.   
In   earlier   eras,   farmers   used   its   light   to   harvest   crops   long   into   the   night.   And   even   today   it   
doesn’t   hurt.   
  

10/10/20-Aquarius   drifts   across   the   southern   sky   on   autumn   nights.   Tonight,   it’s   in   the   southeast   
as   the   sky   gets   good   and   dark,   and   due   south   a   couple   of   hours   later.   
The   constellation   is   known   as   the   water-bearer.   It   represents   a   man   or   boy   pouring   water   from   a   
vase   or   cup.   
  

10/20/20-Halley’s   Comet   won’t   return   to   the   inner   solar   system   for   another   four   decades.   But   it   
makes   its   presence   known   tonight   with   a   meteor   shower.   The   shower   isn’t   named   for   the   comet,   
though.   Instead,   it’s   named   for   the   region   of   sky   in   which   its   meteors   appear   to   “rain”   into   the   
atmosphere   —   the   constellation   Orion.   
  

Issue:   Media   
Program   Name:   With   a   Side   of   Knowledge   @withasideofpod   A   podcast   produced   at   Notre   
Dame   featuring   informal   conversations   with   scholars   and   makers   from   the   university   and   
elsewhere.   provost.nd.edu/podcast   
Airs   noon   every   Sunday   
10/11/20-Lauren   Wilkinson   is   the   author   of   the   novel   American   Spy,   which   was   published   by   
Random   House   in   2019   and   subsequently   named   one   of   the   best   books   of   the   year   by   The   New   
York   Times   Book   Review,   Time,   NPR,   Entertainment   Weekly,   Esquire,   and   BuzzFeed,   among   
others.   Including   it   on   his   summer   reading   list,   former   President   Barack   Obama   described   it   as   
“a   whole   lot   more   than   just   a   spy   thriller,   wrapping   together   the   ties   of   family,   of   love,   and   of   
country.”   



In   addition   to   penning   a   critically   acclaimed   novel,   Lauren   has   taught   writing   at   Columbia   
University   and   the   Fashion   Institute   of   Technology   and   was   a   2013   Center   for   Fiction   Emerging   
Writers   Fellow.   Her   writing   has   appeared   in   publications   like   Granta,   The   Believer,   New   York   
magazine,   and   The   New   York   Times,   and   she   also   writes   for   television.   
During   this   conversation,   Lauren   and   host   Ted   Fox   talked   about   some   of   the   big   themes   in   
American   Spy,   including   how   we   understand   the   term   “American,”   as   well   as   the   seven-year   
process   she   went   through   to   write   the   book.   That   story   involves   a   surprising   connection   
between   her   novel   and   one   of   those   by   one   of   our   past   guests,   Pulitzer-winner   Marilynne   
Robinson.   
  

10/25/20-Lisa   Fazio   is   an   assistant   professor   of   psychology   and   human   development   at   
Vanderbilt   University.   She   and   her   team   in   the   Building   Knowledge   Lab   study   how   children   and   
adults   learn   new   information,   true   and   false,   and   how   to   correct   errors   in   people’s   knowledge.   
Lisa’s   research   has   applications   in   both   the   educational   environment   of   the   classroom   and   out   
in   the   world,   including   when   it   comes   to   how   our   brains   process   the   inexhaustible   stream   of   
headlines,   stories,   videos,   memes,   likes,   shares,   and   whatever   else   the   Internet   serves   up   to   us   
at   all   hours   of   the   day   and   night.   
We   framed   our   conversation   around   a   study   Lisa   and   one   of   her   colleagues   at   Vanderbilt   
published   in   the   September   2020   issue   of   the   journal   Psychological   Science.   It’s   a   paper   that   
builds   on   previous   work   by   her   and   many   others   related   to   how   the   number   of   times   we   hear   a   
statement   repeated   impacts   whether   we   think   it’s   true   …   even   if   it’s   not.   
  

Issue:   Politics   
Program   Name:   Associated   Press   News,   read   by   Notre   Dame   students   and   WSND   
community   announcers   
Aired   Monday-Friday   at   noon   and   5pm   
11/04/20-WASHINGTON   (AP)   —   President   Donald   Trump   carried   the   prized   battleground   of   
Florida,   then   he   and   Democrat   Joe   Biden   shifted   their   focus   early   Wednesday   to   three   Northern   
industrial   states   —   Wisconsin,   Michigan   and   Pennsylvania   —   that   could   prove   crucial   in   
determining   who   wins   the   White   House.   A   late   burst   of   votes   in   Wisconsin   from   Milwaukee   gave   
Biden   a   small   lead,   but   the   state   remains   too   early   to   call.   Michigan   and   Pennsylvania   also   
remain   too   early   to   call   with   hundreds   of   thousands   of   outstanding   votes   in   both   states.   Voting   
was   generally   calm   in   the   conclusion   of   an   epic   campaign   that   will   shape   America’s   response   to   
the   surging   coronavirus   pandemic   and   foundational   questions   of   economic   fairness   and   racial   
justice.   
  

11/13/20-WASHINGTON   (AP)   —   Vice   President   Mike   Pence   is   telling   young   Republican   
supporters   that   President   Donald   Trump   remains   committed   to   pursuing   legal   challenges   in   
hopes   of   overturning   his   election   loss   to   President-elect   Joe   Biden.   Pence   said   in   a   Friday   
address   to   Young   America   Foundation's   fall   college   retreat:   "We're   going   to   fight   for   an   outcome   
in   this   election   that   wins   us   four   more   years."   Pence   offered   the   conservative   group   a   pep   talk   
as   Trump   continues   to   refuse   to   concede.   On   Friday,   Trump   again   pressed   baseless   allegations   



of   widespread   voter   fraud,   even   as   his   own   administration   has   said   there   is   no   evidence   to   
support   the   claims.     
  

11/20/20-ATLANTA   (AP)   —   Georgia’s   top   elections   official   has   certified   results   showing   
Democrat   Joe   Biden   won   the   presidential   race   in   the   state.   Secretary   of   State   Brad   
Raffensperger   certified   the   results   Friday   after   a   hand   count   of   ballots   affirmed   Biden’s   lead   over   
Republican   President   Donald   Trump.   Raffensperger   said   during   a   news   conference   Friday   that   
he   believes   the   numbers   his   office   has   presented   are   correct.   He   says   he’s   a   proud   Trump   
supporter   but   he’s   also   an   engineer   who   lives   by   the   motto   that   “numbers   don’t   lie.”   Now,   
Republican   Gov.   Brian   Kemp   has   until   5   p.m.   Saturday   to   certify   the   state’s   slate   of   16   
presidential   electors.   Kemp   has   called   a   news   conference   for   5   p.m.   Friday.     

  
Issue:   Politics   
Program   Name:   PBS   Newshour   
Aired   Monday-Friday,   7-8pm   
11/05/2020-The   outcome   of   the   presidential   race   is   still   unknown,   as   a   handful   of   states   
continue   counting   ballots.   In   the   meantime,   legal   challenges   to   the   electoral   process   and   
protests   are   being   mounted.   Lisa   Desjardins   reports,   and   Yamiche   Alcindor   and   John   Yang   join   
Judy   Woodruff   to   discuss   President   Trump’s   “misinformation   machine”   and   how   the   Biden   
campaign   is   responding   to   Trump’s   court   action.   
  

11/11/2020-President   Trump   made   his   first   public   appearance   since   losing   reelection   with   a   
Veterans   Day   visit   to   Arlington   National   Cemetery.   Against   the   backdrop   of   Trump’s   refusal   to   
concede   to   President-elect   Joe   Biden,   Georgia’s   secretary   of   state   announced   a   hand   recount   
of   votes   in   both   the   presidential   and   Senate   races.   Lisa   Desjardins   reports   and   joins   Yamiche   
Alcindor   and   Judy   Woodruff   to   discuss.   
  

11/17/2020-Two   social   media   CEOs   appeared   virtually   Tuesday   before   a   Senate   Judiciary   
Committee   on   censorship,   disinformation   and   the   2020   election.   Facebook’s   Mark   Zuckerberg   
and   Twitter’s   Jack   Dorsey   faced   a   barrage   of   questions   from   lawmakers   about   their   content   
restrictions   and   classifications   --   but   the   tech   executives   argued   their   policies   have   come   a   long   
way   in   the   past   year.   Amna   Nawaz   reports.   
  

Issue:   The   Environment   
Program   Name:   StarDate   
Aired   daily   at   noon   and   5pm   Monday-Friday   on   WSND-FM   
11/11/20-Artemis   Corona   is   the   largest   feature   of   its   kind   on   the   planet   Venus.   It’s   a   circular   
patch   of   rock   that’s   about   1300   miles   wide.   And   it   may   still   be   growing   —   the   result   of   activity   far   
below   the   surface.   
In   fact,   a   recent   study   says   Venus   may   still   be   an   active   world,   with   blobs   of   molten   rock   pushing   
up   from   deep   inside   the   planet   to   change   its   surface.   
Researchers   created   computer   models   to   simulate   the   formation   of   coronae   —   round   volcanic   
features   found   all   across   the   planet.   They   compared   the   simulations   to   pictures   of   the   surface.   



They   found   that   37   coronae   match   what   the   simulations   say   young   features   should   look   like.   
That   suggests   they   formed   recently,   and   are   still   being   shaped   today.   
  

11/22/20-Earth   is   four   and   a   half   billion   years   old.   On   the   timescale   of   the   universe,   that   makes   it   
a   youngster.   The   earliest   planets   probably   were   born   more   than   eight   billion   years   earlier   —   
when   the   universe   was   only   about   one   billion   years   old.   
One   of   the   oldest   planets   yet   discovered   orbits   a   pair   of   dead   stars.   The   system   is   known   as   
PSR   B1620-26.   It’s   in   an   ancient   star   cluster   that’s   more   than   12,000   light-years   away.   
The   planet   is   bigger   than   Jupiter,   the   giant   of   our   own   solar   system.   And   it   has   an   interesting   
history.   
It   probably   was   born   around   a   Sun-like   star.   The   system   zipped   through   the   densely   packed   
center   of   the   star   cluster.   There,   it   passed   close   to   a   binary   —   two   stars   locked   in   orbit   around   
each   other.   One   member   of   the   system   was   a   neutron   star   —   the   corpse   of   an   exploded   star.   In   
a   complex   gravitational   dance,   the   neutron   star   changed   partners.   It   grabbed   the   Sun-like   star   
and   its   planet,   and   kicked   out   its   original   companion.   
  

11/28/20-Venus   is   headed   toward   a   nasty   target:   a   claw   of   the   scorpion.   It’ll   pass   quite   close   to   it   
in   just   a   few   days.   
Venus   is   the   brilliant   “morning   star.”   And   the   scorpion’s   claw   is   the   star   Zubenelgenubi.   It’s   
directly   below   Venus   at   first   light   tomorrow,   but   they’ll   stand   side   by   side   on   Friday   morning.   
Zubenelgenubi   is   the   second-brightest   star   of   Libra,   the   balance   scales.   But   its   name   pre-dates   
Libra’s   creation.   The   name   means   “the   southern   claw.”   The   star   represented   one   of   the   claws   of   
Scorpius,   the   next   constellation   over.   But   thousands   of   years   ago,   it   was   taken   away   to   form   
part   of   the   new   constellation.   
  

Issue:   Internet   
Program   Name:   With   a   Side   of   Knowledge   @withasideofpod   A   podcast   produced   at   Notre   
Dame   featuring   informal   conversations   with   scholars   and   makers   from   the   university   and   
elsewhere.   provost.nd.edu/podcast   
Airs   noon   every   Sunday   
06/ Issue:   Indiana   Law   
Program   Name:   Associated   Press   News,   read   by   Notre   Dame   students   and   WSND   
community   announcers   
Aired   Monday-Friday   at   noon   and   5pm   
11/15/20-Kirsten   Martin   is   a   faculty   member   in   Notre   Dame’s   Mendoza   College   of   Business   and   
a   faculty   affiliate   of   the   Notre   Dame   Technology   Ethics   Center.   Recognized   nationally   for   her   
expertise   in   privacy,   technology,   and   corporate   responsibility,   she   joined   the   University   this   fall   
and   holds   the   William   P.   and   Hazel   B.   White   Center   Chair   of   Technology   Ethics.   
Kirsten’s   research,   including   studies   of   online   privacy   and   the   ethics   of   data   aggregation,   has   
been   funded   by   the   National   Science   Foundation,   and   she   serves   as   the   technology   and   
business   ethics   editor   for   the   Journal   of   Business   Ethics.   Earlier   this   year,   Columbia   University   
Press   published   her   co-authored   book   The   Power   of   AND:   Responsible   Business   Without   
Trade-Offs.   



  
11/29/20-Jennifer   Dasal   is   curator   of   modern   and   contemporary   art   at   the   North   Carolina   
Museum   of   Art.   After   graduating   from   the   University   of   California,   Davis,   she   earned   an   M.A.   in   
art   history   from   Notre   Dame   and   worked   as   assistant   to   the   curator   of   Western   art   at   Notre   
Dame’s   Snite   Museum.   So   this   episode   was   something   of   a   homecoming—just   without   the   
actual   coming   back   to   campus.   
Jennifer   is   the   author   of   the   book   ArtCurious:   Stories   of   the   Unexpected,   Slightly   Odd,   and   
Strangely   Wonderful   in   Art   History,   published   earlier   this   year   by   Penguin   Books.   ArtCurious   the   
book   was   inspired   by   ArtCurious   the   podcast,   a   show   she   launched   more   than   four   years   ago   
and   has   written,   produced,   and   hosted   ever   since.   

  
Issue:   Health   
Program   Name:   Associated   Press   News,   read   by   Notre   Dame   students   and   WSND   
community   announcers   
Aired   Monday-Friday   at   noon   and   5pm   
12/03/20-WASHINGTON   (AP)   —   President-elect   Joe   Biden   has   swung   behind   a   bipartisan   
COVID-19   relief   effort.   That   comes   as   his   top   Capitol   Hill   allies   cut   their   demands   for   a   $2   
trillion-plus   measure   by   more   than   half.   The   goal   is   to   break   a   monthslong   logjam   and   deliver   
much-sought   aid   as   the   tempestuous   congressional   session   speeds   to   a   close.   Senate   Majority   
Leader   Mitch   McConnell   has   been   unwilling   to   abandon   a   $550   billion   GOP   plan   that   has   failed   
twice.   The   new   plan   would   establish   a   $300   per   week   jobless   benefit,   send   billions   to   state   and   
local   governments,   revive   "paycheck   protection"   subsidies   for   businesses,   and   bail   out   transit   
systems   and   airlines.     
  

12/17/20-WASHINGTON   (AP)   —   A   second   COVID-19   vaccine   is   moving   closer   to   joining   the   
U.S.   fight   against   the   pandemic.   A   panel   of   independent   experts   is   meeting   Thursday   to   discuss   
the   vaccine   made   by   Moderna.   The   panel's   review   for   the   Food   and   Drug   Administration   is   the   
next-to-last   step   before   the   agency   decides   whether   the   shots   can   be   used   on   an   emergency   
basis.   The   FDA   staff   issued   a   positive   review   earlier   in   the   week,   confirming   the   vaccine's   safety   
and   effectiveness.   If   the   panel   gives   a   thumbs-up,   the   FDA   is   expected   to   give   the   green   light   
within   hours   or   days.   A   Pfizer   vaccine   got   the   go-ahead   last   week.     
  

12/31/20-LOS   ANGELES   (AP)   —   California   has   surpassed   25,000   deaths   from   coronavirus.   
The   state   became   the   third   in   the   U.S.   to   reach   the   number,   behind   New   York   and   Texas.   The   
grim   milestone   comes   as   the   state   experiences   a   surge   that   has   swamped   hospitals   with   
COVID-19   patients   in   Southern   California   and   the   agricultural   San   Joaquin   Valley.   Hospitals   are   
housing   patients   in   hallways,   conference   rooms,   a   cafeteria   and   gift   shops.   Makeshift   hospitals   
are   being   set   up   in   tents,   arenas   and   schools.   

  
Issue:   Politics   
Program   Name:   PBS   Newshour   
Aired   Monday-Friday,   7-8pm   



12/02/2020-Lawmakers   are   under   pressure   to   reach   another   economic   relief   deal   as   COVID-19   
cases   and   deaths   spike   across   the   country.   Illinois   Sen.   Dick   Durbin   is   the   second-highest   
ranking   Democrat   in   the   U.S   Senate.   He   joins   Judy   Woodruff   to   discuss   a   new   bipartisan   
proposal   and   why   Democrats   have   changed   their   stance   on   a   relief   bill.   
  

12/23/2020-As   the   nation   nears   325,000   total   deaths,   millions   of   Americans   are   feeling   the   
economic   impact   of   the   pandemic.   The   Department   of   Labor   on   Wednesday   reported   803,000   
new   jobless   claims   last   week,   and   up   to   14   million   people   could   soon   lose   unemployment  
benefits   unless   President   Trump   signs   the   COVID   relief   bill   passed   by   Congress.   POLITICO's   
Anna   Palmer   joins   Judy   Woodruff   to   discuss.   
  

12/31/2020-We're   now   just   days   away   from   the   final   elections   of   the   2020   campaign,   with   two   
critical   runoffs   in   Georgia   determining   control   in   the   U.S.   Senate.   More   than   2.8   million   people   
have   cast   ballots   so   far.   Stephen   Fowler,   a   political   reporter   for   Georgia   Public   Broadcasting   and   
host   of   the   Battleground:   Ballot   Box   podcast,   joins   Woodruff   to   discuss   what   is   at   stake.   
  

Issue:   The   Environment   
Program   Name:   StarDate   
Aired   daily   at   noon   and   5pm   Monday-Friday   on   WSND-FM   
12/01/20-Jupiter   and   Saturn   have   flirted   with   each   other   for   months.   For   almost   all   of   2020,   
they’ve   been   separated   by   no   more   than   10   degrees   —   the   width   of   your   fist   held   at   arm’s   
length.   This   month,   though,   the   giant   planets   will   outdo   themselves.   On   the   21st,   they’ll   pass   
less   than   half   a   degree   apart.   The   last   time   they   appeared   closer   was   in   1623.   
Jupiter   and   Saturn   pass   by   each   other   once   every   20   years.   It   takes   that   long   because   the   
planets   are   far   away   from   the   Sun.   
On   average,   Jupiter   is   almost   half   a   billion   miles   from   the   Sun.   At   that   range,   the   planet   takes   
almost   12   years   to   complete   a   single   orbit   around   the   Sun.   So   as   we   watch   from   Earth,   that’s   
also   how   long   it   takes   for   Jupiter   to   make   one   lap   against   the   background   of   stars.   
  

12/12/20-The   first   confirmed   black   hole   sits   near   the   center   of   the   Summer   Triangle   —   a   pattern   
of   three   bright   stars   that’s   in   the   west   on   December   evenings.   Cygnus   X-1   was   discovered   
during   a   short   rocket   flight   in   1964.   But   strong   evidence   of   its   nature   was   provided   by   a   later   
mission.   Called   Uhuru,   it   was   launched   50   years   ago   today.   
The   craft   was   designed   to   study   X-rays.   They’re   produced   by   some   of   the   hottest   and   brightest   
objects   in   the   universe.   But   Earth’s   atmosphere   absorbs   X-rays,   so   we   can’t   see   them   from   the   
ground.   The   only   way   to   study   them   is   from   space.   
  

12/25/20-One   of   the   most   prominent   constellations   of   summer   transforms   itself   when   the   
weather   turns   cold.   It’s   still   the   same   pattern   of   stars,   but   because   of   the   different   viewing   angle,   
it’s   often   seen   as   a   different   picture.   
The   constellation   is   Cygnus,   the   swan.   During   the   summer   months,   it   soars   high   across   the   
evening   sky.   Its   brightest   stars   form   a   pattern   that   looks   like   a   graceful   bird.   Its   long   body   lines   
up   roughly   parallel   to   the   horizon,   with   its   wings   extending   above   and   below   the   body.   



By   this   time   of   year,   though,   Cygnus   is   in   the   western   sky   during   the   evening   hours.   Its   bill   
points   downward.   And   its   wings   are   almost   parallel   to   the   horizon,   as   though   the   swan   is   
plunging   toward   the   ground.   Seen   at   this   angle,   it   more   closely   resembles   the   constellation’s   
nickname   —   the   Northern   Cross.   
  

Issue:   Media   
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elsewhere.   provost.nd.edu/podcast   
Airs   noon   every   Sunday   
12/13/20-This   is   our   season   two   premiere,   and   we’re   starting   out   in   a   special   way—not   with   
brunch,   but   with   a   quiet   coffee   with   Pulitzer   Prize-winning   author   Marilynne   Robinson.   Marilynne   
visited   campus   this   fall   as   a   keynote   speaker   for   the   2018-19   Notre   Dame   Forum   on   the   theme   
of   “The   Catholic   Artistic   Heritage.”   
A   professor   emerita   at   the   University   of   Iowa   Writers’   Workshop,   Marilynne   has   written   four   
novels   and   several   books   of   nonfiction,   including   a   collection   of   essays   published   earlier   this   
year   titled   What   Are   We   Doing   Here?   Her   work   has   been   honored   with   multiple   book   awards,   
and   President   Barack   Obama   recognized   “her   grace   and   intelligence   in   writing”   with   a   National   
Humanities   Medal.   
  

12/20/20-To   celebrate   our   season   one   finale,   we’re   giving   you   an   episode   that’s   a   little   longer   
than   usual   featuring   an   award-winning   author   who’s   written   a   book   about   one   of   the   most   
prominent   figures   in   American   literature.   
Her   name   is   Laura   Dassow   Walls,   and   her   book   is   Henry   David   Thoreau:   A   Life,   published   in   
2017   by   The   University   of   Chicago   Press.   
Holding   an   endowed   chair   in   Notre   Dame’s   Department   of   English,   Laura   received   fellowships   
from   both   the   John   Simon   Guggenheim   Memorial   Foundation   and   the   National   Endowment   for   
the   Humanities   in   support   of   her   work   on   the   book,   the   first   full-length,   comprehensive   biography   
of   Thoreau   in   a   generation.   Earlier   this   year   it   was   awarded   the   Los   Angeles   Times   Book   Prize   
for   biography.   
  




